
Rome
The Perfect Itinerary for First-Timers



Ciao!
We’re so excited for your upcoming trip to Rome, Italy!

Rome, the capital city of Italy, has definitely earned its nickname 
as the eternal city, with over 3,000 years of history and ancient 
ruins that you can still explore. Rome’s culture, charming alleys, 
and delicious food, make this city one of the most unforgettable 
places to visit in the world! We can’t wait for you to experience 
everything Rome has to offer. Whether you have one day or 
several, we’ve got the perfect trip planned for you!

If you’re a first-timer to Rome, this guide will help you check off 
the boxes for all of your must-see activities. If you’re returning 
for a second trip, you’ll find great recommendations for 
restaurants, activities, and local favorites that will help you enjoy 
Rome like an Italian!

This 30+ page comprehensive travel guide includes everything 
you need to know in order to plan your trip to Rome. You will 
only have to book your accommodations and make reservations. 
Seriously, that’s it! If you prefer to do some planning yourself, 
then you can use this guide as a starting point to create your 
own personalized trip. Either way, with this itinerary you’ll be 
able to arrive in Rome and hit the ground running!

What you’ll find inside:

• A curated itinerary with only the BEST (in our opinion!) places 
to stay, things to do, sights to see, and restaurants to try. 

• Stylish, full-color photos and an easy-to-read layout that you 
can access on your phone or print-out and bring with you.

• Helpful details about the city, cultural insights, and other 
tidbits to maximize your experience and minimize your stress.



"You may have the universe if I may 
have Italy." 
- Giuseppe Verdi
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Things to know before you go:
• Electronics – Standard voltage is 220V (U.S. uses 110V). Check 

your electronics to see if they are dual voltage. Don’t forget an 
adapter so your electronics will fit into the outlets.

• Currency – Italy uses the Euro (“€”).
• Reservations – Make reservations for museums, tours, and 

restaurants whenever possible. Check if there is A/C when 
booking your accommodations if you are traveling in the 
summer.

• Patience is a virtue – Whether you’re waiting for your rental car 
or a check in a restaurant, being an upset customer usually gets 
you nowhere. Italians are extremely friendly, good natured, and 
live a slower paced life than typical Americans. The sooner you 
get on the Italian lifestyle, the more fun you’ll have.

• Last but not least – Don’t feel like you need to do EVERYTHING. 
As you know, Rome wasn’t built in a day. There is so much to see 
and do that it can’t all be done in one trip. Plus, it’s a good 
excuse to go back for a second visit! 



Italian Movie Inspiration
• Romantic – Under the Tuscan Sun, Letters to Juliet, Eat Pray Love, To Rome 

with Love, When in Rome

• Classic – Roman Holiday, La Dolce Vita, Bicycle Thieves, Cinema Paradiso, A 
Room with a View, Il Postino

• Action – The Tourist, The Italian Job, Ocean’s Twelve, Gladiator, Angels & 
Demons

• Drama – Tea with Mussolini, The Godfather, Life is Beautiful, The Talented Mr. 
Ripley, Nine

• Kid Friendly – The Lizzie McGuire Movie, When in Rome (Olsen Twins 
version)

Watching a movie 
set in Italy is the 
perfect way to get 
excited about your 
trip! Below is a list of 
movies to enjoy 
before you go!



Etiquette/Safety
• Tipping – It is considerate to leave a few euros or a 10-15% tip when eating 

out. There is no need to leave a tip if a service charge was added to the bill.
• Cover your shoulders – Bring a scarf to cover your shoulders when touring 

museums and churches (some require that your knees are covered as well).
• Beware of scams – While Italy is a very safe country in general, 

pickpocketing is something to be aware of. Make sure your bags have 
zippers, keep your wallet tucked away, and walk with a purpose in crowds. 
In addition, be cautious of distractions used by pickpockets to take your 
belongings. These include shoving a map in your face (or a baby in your 
arms), a fake dropped wallet, bumping into you, creating a mock scene to 
grab your attention, and more.

• Take breaks - Remember to give yourself breaks throughout the day so you 
have time to do as the Romans do. Take time to sip a cappuccino at a cafe, 
stroll aimlessly through cobblestone streets with gelato in hand, and linger 
at dinner over one too many glasses of vino! 

“The creator made 
Italy from designs by 
Michelangelo.”

– Mark Twain



Getting Around Rome
• Walk - Rome is a very walkable city, so pack comfortable 

shoes and enjoy the charm waiting around every corner.
• Metro - There are two main metro lines (A and B) that go 

through the center of the city. The system is not extensive, 
but can be useful for certain destinations.

• Hop-on Hop-off Bus – A great option to see the major sights 
and orient yourself with the city. Make sure your bus has 
audio commentary. 

• Uber &Taxis - Useful to and from the airport and train station.
• Rent a Vespa – Explore Rome like a local on a Vespa. Unless 

you’re very adventurous, we recommend joining a tour as the 
Italians are known to be fast drivers.

• Appian Way Electric Bike Tour – See the Roman Aqueducts, 
Appian Way, and the Catacombs by bike (the electric assist 
makes it easy to cover a lot of ground).



ITALIAN	GREETINGS

• Ciao – Hello	and	Goodbye
• Buongiorno	– Good	morning
• Buona	sera	– Good	evening
• Buona	notte	– Good	night
• Arrivederci	– A	formal	way	to	say	goodbye

ITALIAN	COURTESY

• Grazie	– Thank	you
• Per	favore	– Please
• Sì	– Yes
• No	– No
• Mi	scusi	– Excuse	me
• Prego	– You’re	welcome
• Parla	inglese?	– Do	you	speak	English?
• Mi	dispiace	– I’m	sorry

TRANSPORTATION

• Metropolitana – Subway
• Treno – Train
• Macchina	– Car
• Autobus	– Bus
• Aeroporto	– Airport
• Taxi	– Taxi
• Buon	viaggio – Have	a	nice	trip

EMERGENCY

• Aiuto! – Help!
• Chiamate	la	polizia! – Call	the	police!
• Chiamate	un’ambulanza!	– Call	an	

ambulance!
• Ho	bisogno	di	un	medico	– I	need	a	doctor
• Dov’è	l’ospedale?	– Where	is	the	hospital?

GETTING	AROUND

• Ristorante	– Restaurant
• Albergo	– Hotel
• Banca	– Bank
• Bancomatif	– ATM
• Dov’è	il	bagno?	–Where	is	the	bathroom?
• Quanto	costa?	– How	much	does	it	cost?
• Posso	collegarmi	con	internet? – Can	I	get	

on	the	internet
• Dov’è	la	stazione	(or	street	name	or	tourist	

site)? – Where	is	the	station?

PRACTICAL	KNOWLEDGE

• Numbers:	Uno	(1),	due	(2),	tre	(3),	quattro	
(4),	cinque	(5),	sei	(6),	sette	(7),	otto	(8),	
nove	(9),	dieci	(10)

• Days	of	the	week:	
lunedì (Monday),martedì (Tuesday), merco
ledì (Wednesday), giovedì (Thursday), vener
dì (Friday),sabato (Saturday), domenica (Su
nday)

ORDERING	FOOD	AND	DRINKS

• Buon	appetito! – Enjoy	your	meal
• Un	cappucccino,	per	favore – Cappuccino,	

please
• Un	gelato per	favore – Gelato,	please
• Ci	porta	il	conto? – Check,	please
• Piatto	del	giorno – Daily	special
• Cosa	mi	consiglia – What	do	you	

recommend	for	me





Riding Trains in Italy
• Stay calm – When you arrive at the train station it can be stressful. The 

language is unfamiliar, signs are hard to read, the platforms can be 
confusing, and the ticketing booths can feel overwhelming. Take a deep 
breath and just take it one step at a time.

• Secure your items – Prior to entering the station, make sure your luggage is 
secure and do your best to look like you know what you are doing to avoid 
unwanted attention.

• City names – Know the Italian name for the city you want to go to (i.e. 
Firenze is Florence, Venezia is Venice, Roma is Rome, etc.)

• Buying your ticket – You can buy tickets ahead of time (often cheaper this 
way) or wait until you get to the station (this can offer more flexibility if you 
are running late or change your travel plans). We find it’s easier to buy your 
tickets from the ticket booth rather than the kiosks, if buying directly at the 
station.

• Validate your ticket – Don’t forget to validate your train ticket to avoid the 
possibility of getting fined on the train. Validation boxes are typically 
located near the platforms.

• Finding the platform – Check the bin number on your ticket (binario = 
platform in Italian), check the departure time, and check the train number 
listed on the ticket against what is listed on the train. Don’t rely on the 
destination stated on the platform as it could be the final destination (i.e. 
The train is scheduled to leave from Rome, stop in Florence, and end in 
Venice. The platform destination states Venice, but there will be a stop in 
Florence on the way).

• Keep an eye on your luggage – Sit somewhere that you can keep your 
luggage within eyesight. Don’t let anyone offer to take your luggage on or 
off a train. They may try to bully you into tipping them or worse, take 
something. 

• Train strikes – Strikes are a real possibility in Italy. If you find your plans are 
forced to change due to a strike, stay positive and embrace the spontaneity 
of travel.

• Renting a car – If you plan to explore Tuscany and the countryside, renting 
a car (or hiring a driver) is key to making the most of your trip. If you rent a 
car be sure to book in advance (especially if you need an automatic). Arrive 
at the rental car location as soon as they open to ensure you get the car 
you reserved.



Tips for Sightseeing
• Get up Early - If you’re visiting during prime tourist season it is best to 

visit the major sights in the early morning and late evening if you want 
to avoid the crowds (i.e. Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, Vatican, Colosseum, 
etc.).

• Book Ahead of Time - Purchase tickets in advance for major sites. We 
highly recommend getting the Early Access to the Vatican (the lines can 
be extremely long!).

• Night Tours - If you want to beat the heat on a visit during the summer, 
the Colosseum has night tours that help you avoid the direct sun.  

• Tour Guides - Booking tour guides for certain sights can help you make 
the most of your experience and provide VIP access to skip the lines. 
We highly recommend booking a tour guide for the Colosseum and 
Roman Forum as it makes it easier to imagine all of the history among 
the ruins you are viewing. 

“The creator made 
Italy from designs by 
Michelangelo.”

– Mark Twain



• Marvel at the architecture of the Pantheon – Built over 2,000 years ago, the 
Pantheon is one of the best preserved ancient Roman buildings and is the largest 
unreinforced concrete dome built to this day.

• Make a visit to Vatican City – Vatican City is the smallest nation in the world with a 
population of 1,000 residents (1/8 the size of Central Park). The Vatican issues their 
own passports, license plates, stamps and even mints their own euros. The Vatican 
museums stretch over 9 miles long and hold one of the largest collections of art in 
the world. 

• Toss a coin in the Trevi Fountain – The Trevi fountain is Rome’s largest and probably 
most well-known fountain in Italy. Legend says that throwing one coin into the 
fountain will ensure a return trip to the eternal city, two coins will help you find love, 
and three coins will put a wedding ring on your finger. The coins tossed into the 
fountain are donated to a charity that serves families throughout Rome. 

• Speed through Rome on a Vespa – Join a vespa tour throughout the city, to see an 
entire days worth of sites and experience Rome like an Italian in just a few hours!

• People watch at the Spanish Steps – A perfect meeting place or spot to rest your 
feet and observe Italians and other travelers.

• “Roam” through Piazza Navona – Arguably the most beautiful square in Rome due to 
its elegant fountains, grand sculptures, and colorful paintings by street artists. 
Although touristy, it’s worth enjoying a dinner or glass of wine in this square to take 
in all of its glory.

• Go back in time to the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Paletine Hill – Explore the 
ancient roman lifestyle in the Roman Forum, climb Palatine hill for views of Circus 
Maximus, and tour the Colosseum, Rome’s largest amphitheater.

• Take refuge at Villa Borghese – The largest public park in Rome and the perfect 
place to escape the bustling city for a few hours. Whether you want to view the art 
in the museum or sit outside among the natural beauty, it’s the perfect break from a 
long day of sightseeing.

• Marvel at Michelangelo's Masterpiece – Michelangelo was already a famous sculptor 
and artist when commissioned by the Pope to paint frescos on the ceiling of the 
Sistine Chapel. He was paid 3,000 ducats, which at the time was a huge amount of 
money to complete the project.

• Drink from the ancient aqueducts throughout the city – One of the many 
accomplishments of the ancient Roman Empire was their extensive aqueduct system. 
Today you can still drink fresh water directly from the fountains throughout the city.



Splurge
($400 and up)

If your budget has no limits or 
you’re on a once in a lifetime vacation.

• Portrait Roma 
• The First Roma
• Hotel de Russie 
• Hotel Hassler
• La Scelta di Goethe
• Villa Spalletti Trivelli
• Hotel Eden
• The St. Regis Rome
• Hotel Savoy
• Aleph Rome Hotel
• Palazzo Manfredi
• Hotel De' Ricci

Budget-Friendly 
($60 – 200)

Just because you’re on a budget, 
doesn’t mean you can’t love your hotel. 

• L’antica Locanda Dell’Orso 
• VOI Donna Camilla Savelli Hotel
• Navona 49
• HiSuiteRome
• Hotel Raffaello
• Nova Casa 901 
• Hotel Caravita

Boutique 
($150 – 400)

If you’re looking for a unique and 
charming hotel to call home.

• Casa Fabbrini
• Hotel Raphael 
• D.O.M. 
• Mama’s Home Rome 
• Gran Melia Hotel 
• Hotel Indigo Rome - St. George
• Hotel Art 
• Rhea Silvia Luxury Navona
• Palazzo Navona Hotel
• Hotel Artemide
• CasaCau
• Relais Le Clarisse 
• The Fifteen Keys Hotel
• Buonanotte Garibaldi
• Mario de' Fiori 37
• The Inn At The Spanish Steps

• Hotel Adriano
• Villa Laetitia
• Residenza di Ripetta
• The Bee Hive Hostel
• Generator Rome 





7:00AM – Buon giorno! Stop for a quick cappuccino and cornetto
to fuel up for the day (See PDF pg. 25 for recommendations).
8:00AM – Start your sightseeing early at the Roman Forum, Palatine 
Hill, and Collosseum (Be sure to book tickets in advance).
11:30AM - Lunch break (See PDF pg. 26 for recommendations).
1:00PM – Spend the afternoon wandering through the center of town, walk through 
Piazza Navona, visit the Pantheon, and check out the Trevi Fountain. Legend has it 
that if you throw a coin into the fountain you will return to Rome one day. Take a 
gelato break and head over to the Spanish Steps. Take a seat and people watch 
for awhile. 
3:30PM – Have fun window shopping the big Italian designers on Via Condotti (near 
the Spanish steps) or if you’re lucky buy yourself a new bag – the perfect Italian 
souvenir!
4:00PM – Go back to your hotel to rest up at your hotel and get ready for dinner.
5:30PM – Head over the Tiber River to explore the Jewish Ghetto (Stop at Nonna 
Betta to try the fried Jewish artichoke and have an aperitivo before dinner).
8:00PM – Dinner tonight is in Trastevere - a lively and charming neighborhood (See 
PDF pg. 26 for recommendations). *We recommend Roma Sparita for the Cacio e 
Pepe served in a parmesan bowl! 
9:30PM – There are lots of restaurants and bars in the area to have an after dinner 
drink or head down the steps by Ponte Sisto to the Riverwalk along the Tiber River 
for more nightlife (Be aware at night if traveling as a solo traveler).

Day 1



Day 27:30AM – Another early breakfast as there are a lot of things 
to see and do today! (See PDF pg. 25 for recommendations).
8:00AM – This morning you’ll be exploring Vatican City. With a population 
of just over 800 it is the smallest independent state in the world. Explore 
St. Peter’s Basilica, the Vatican Museum and the Sistine Chapel (be sure to 
get tickets or book a tour ahead of time – highly recommend getting early 
access passes).
12:00PM – Lunch (See PDF pg. 26 for recommendations).
1:30PM – Make your way over to Villa Borghese to see the art and spend a 
leisurely afternoon in the park. For a more adventurous afternoon, rent a 
vespa to explore Rome like the locals.
4:00PM – Head up to the rooftop of Hotel Raphael for a coffee break and 
enjoy the views of Rome. 
5:00PM – Head back to your hotel to rest before dinner.
6:00PM – Grab a pre-dinner cocktail in Piazza Navona and enjoy the 
aperitivo hour among the beautiful sculptures and local artists.
8:00PM – Dinner (See PDF pg. 26 for recommendations).
10:00PM – End your evening with gelato and a stroll by the Trevi Fountain, 
to see it lit up at night, or head back to Trastevere for nightlife!



Day 3If you only have a week or two in Italy, we recommend 
exploring other parts of the country as there are so many 
amazing places to see. However, if you find yourself with a 
3rd day in Rome, below are a few additional recommendations.

7:00AM – Find a nearby café for an espresso and breakfast to fuel you up 
for a long bike ride.
8:00AM – Join the Appian Way Electric Bike tour which will take you 
through the Roman aqueducts, Appian Way, and the Catacombs. The 
electric assist helps make the bike ride much easier.
12:00PM - Lunch (See PDF pg. 26 for recommendations).
1:30PM – Indulge your inner foodie (Trustevertastes and Gourmetaly 
gelato making classes or the Taste of Testaccio Food Tour are great 
options!). In the alternative, rent a Vespa to explore the Monti 
neighborhood. If museums are your thing, visit the Castle St. Angelo.
5:00PM – Make your way to the Garden of Oranges and search for the 
Aventine Keyhole (See PDF pg. 19 for more details). 
7:00PM – Enjoy Aperitivo Hour (See PDF pg. 24 for recommendations).
9:00PM – Dinner (See PDF pg. 26 for recommendations).



• St. Peter’s – Climb the steps of St. Peter’s Dome for an 
amazing panorama of Rome (best at sunset or early morning).

• Janiculum Hill – The highest point of the Trastevere District 
provides a fantastic view of Rome.

• Aventine Keyhole – Walk down the hill from the Garden of 
Oranges and look for a large green door with a tiny keyhole. 
One of the most unique views of Rome (pictured above)!

• Parco Pincio – A spectacular view of Piazza del Popolo.
• Spanish Steps – A nice stop to relax and people watch.
• Bramante Terrace, Raphael Hotel – The perfect rooftop for a 

cappuccino break.
• The American Bar, Hotel Forum – Despite the name, this is an 

excellent roof garden with views of the Imperial Forums.
• Aroma restaurant, Palazzo Manfredi – If you’re looking for a 

big splurge, enjoy a seven-course tasting menu alongside the 
Colosseum.



Where to Shop
• Via del Corso – This long street in the heart of Rome’s historic center is  

high street stores like H&M and Zara mixed with small designer boutiques, 
bookstores, and the elegant Galleria Alberto Soldi Shopping Center.

• Via Condotti – (near the Spanish Steps) This is Rome’s designer shopping 
area (Prada, Armani, Gucci, and more). Enjoy window shopping or if you’re 
lucky, buy yourself an expensive souvenir here.

• Via Vittorio Emmanuel – This busy shopping street is just behind Castle St. 
Angelo with a mix of designer boutiques and high street chains. 

• Little artisenal shops and boutiques – You’ll find unique shops located 
around the Pantheon, Campo De’ Fiori, Piazza Navona, and Trastevere.

• Castel Romano – A designer outlet village.
• Euroma2 – An upscale Shopping Center. 

What is VAT?

VAT (value added tax) is 
a 22% tax on most goods 
and services in Italy. If 
you live outside Europe, 
you may be eligible for a 
VAT refund. When 
shopping, ask the retailer 
for a VAT Refund Form 
(they may ask to see your 
passport). You’ll need to 
show your purchases, the 
form, and your receipts at 
customs on your way 
home. 



Museum Overview
• The Vatican – Over 2,000 years of history and miles of art make up one of 

the most extensive museums in the world. The Vatican houses Rodin’s 
“Thinker” and the Sistine Chapel.

• Villa Borghese – This beautiful Villa preserves sculptures, mosaics, and 
works by Bernini, Raphael, and Titian. The park outside is equally as lovely.

• Museo Nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo – This fortress may look bland from 
the outside (which may be why it is often missed by tourists), but there is 
plenty of history to explore and the view from the roof is fantastic.

• The Catacombs and Crypts – Many visitors are fascinated by the 
underground burial grounds that date back to the second century.

• Basilica di San Pietro – St. Peter's is the papal enclave in Rome and an 
Italian Renaissance Church lavishly decorated in marble.

• Colosseum and Roman Forum – You’ll go back in time to the Roman Empire 
when viewing these ancient ruins.

• Pantheon - One of the best preserved ancient Roman buildings and the 
largest unreinforced concrete dome built to this day.



Eating in Rome
• Deciding on a Restaurant - It is usually best to be cautious of restaurants that 

have a picture menu. It doesn’t necessarily mean you’re going to have bad food, 
but this can be an indicator of a low quality, overpriced, bad service type of 
restaurant. In general, the best restaurants aren’t trying to hustle you in.

• Reservations - Since Rome is a heavily visited city, it’s best to make reservations 
in advance whenever possible.

• What to Try - A few of our favorite things to try in Rome:
• Cacio e Pepe – A simple pasta dish of pecorino cheese and pepper
• Carbonara – Pasta with sauce made of eggs and pecorino cheese 
• Supplì - Fried rice croquettes stuffed with cheese and meat
• Jewish Style Artichokes – Fried artichokes filled with chili peppers 
• Roman Style Pizza – Typically baked in rectangular trays and ordered by 

the slice
• Cornetto - Breakfast pastry (similar to a French croissant)

.

"All you see I owe to 
pasta.”

- Sophia Loren



Ordering coffee in Italy
The coffee culture in Italy is second to none. Below is a cheat sheet to 
help you navigate the Italian coffee scene.

When ordering a coffee in Italian say: Vorrei un caffè per favore (I 
would like a coffee, please) or keep it simple and say, “Un cafe per 
favore.”

• Espresso or Caffè – Asking for a coffee in Italy is an espresso

• Decafinato – Decaf espresso 

• Doppio espresso – Two shots of espresso

• Caffè Americano – The closest thing to American coffee (espresso 
diluted with hot water) 

• Caffè Americano Decaffeinato - American decaf

• Cappuccino or a “Cap” – A shot of espresso with steamed milk 
(Italians don’t order this after 11am, but cafes are usually willing to 
oblige visitors) 

• Caffè macchiato – Espresso with a little milk and foam  

• Caffè latte – Espresso mixed with warm milk (similar to a latte)

• Caffè corretto – Coffee with a shot of liquor (typically grappa) 

• Espresso granita con panna – Coffee shaved ice with cream 
(Order this frozen coffee at La Casa del Caffe Tazza d Oro!)



Aperitivo
The Aperitivo is one of the best hours in Italy! Similar to the 
American happy hour, enjoy a cocktail and snack prior to dinner. Try 
a new spot each night (preferably on a rooftop). 

• The Stravinskij Bar at Hotel de 
Russie

• Salotto 42
• Antica Birreria Peroni 
• The American Bar, Hotel Forum
• Casina Valadier  
• Gusto 
• Baylon Cafè

• Caffè Farnese
• Freni e Frizioni 
• L’Enoteca antica di Via della 

Croce 
• Bar Necci dal 1924
• Ai Tre Scalini
• Hotel Minerva Roof Garden



Cafes
Enjoy the Italian way of life sipping a cappuccino or having a shot of 
espresso at a cafe in Rome. 

• La Casa del Caffe Tazza d Oro
• (Pantheon) – Great fronzen

coffees! (Pantheon) 
• Sant' Eustachio Il Caffè (Piazza 

Navona) 
• Raphael Hotel (Piazza Navona)
• Barnum Cafè (Campo de’ 

Fiori/Navona)
• Castel Sant'Angelo (Vatican)

• Bar del Cappuccino (Jewish 
Ghetto)

• Ciampini (Piazza San Lorenzo)
• Café Greco (Spanish Steps) –

The oldest café in Rome – even 
Casanova had coffee here

• Sciascia Caffé (Prati/Vatican)
• Canova (Piazza del Popolo)
• Antico Caffe Del Brasile 

(Colloseum)



Navona/Pantheon/Campo de’ Fiori

• De Armando al Pantheon Tre 
Scalini 

• Osteria del Sostegno
• Da Francesco 
• Ristorante Il Fico 
• Supplizio
• Cantina Lucifero
• Mater Terrae – Hotel Raphael
• Ristochicco

Trastevere

• Roma Sparita – Cacio e Pepe 
served in a parmesan bowl 

• Trattoria Da Enzo Al 29
• Dar Sor Olimpio al Drago
• La Scala

Testaccio and Jewish Ghetto

• Felice a Testaccio
• Nonna Betta
• Porto Fluviale

Colloseum and Monti

• Aroma Restaurant, Palazzo 
Manfredi – 7 course tasting 
menu 150 Euro – facing the
Colosseum

• Zia Rosetta
• La Taverna dei Fori Imperiali

Spanish Steps and
Palazzo Popolo

• Ginger Sapori e Salute 
• Le Jardin De Russie
• L’Insalata Ricca

Vatican

• Trattoria della Barchetta
• Roscioli
• Ristorante Arlù
• Il Sorpasso



Pizza
When in Italy, order your own pizza (no sharing!) and eat it with a 
fork and knife. If you’re lucky (or you ask), the restaurant will make it 
in the shape of a heart! Unfortunately for pepperoni lovers, this 
topping isn’t a common option. 

• Dar Poeta (Trastevere)
• Ivo (Trastevere)
• Pizza Art (Trastevere)
• La Boccaccia (Trastevere)
• Pizzarium Bonci (Vatican)
• Panificio Bonci (Vatican)

• Pizzarium Bonci (Vatican)
• Alice Pizza (Vatican)
• Taverna Le Coppelle (Navona)
• Da Francesco (Navona)
• Forno (Campo de’ Fiori)
• Trieste Pizza (Monti)



Gelato
The best gelato typically doesn’t have bright colors dyed by 
food coloring and piled high on display. The locally made, family 
owned, gelato is less showy (often in silver containers), but all 
about the taste! There is never too much gelato when it comes 
to Italy. Make it a point to find the best place in Rome!

• San Crispino (Trevi Fountain)
• Fior di Luna (Trastevere)
• Punto Gelato (Navona/Pantheon)
• Fatamorgana Corso (Piazza del 

Popolo)
• I Caruso (Termini)

• Otaleg! (gelato backwards!) 
(Trastevere)

• Gelateria dei Gracchi (Prati)
• Gelateria del Teatro 

(Navona/Pantheon)

"I think people in 
Italy live their lives 
better than we do. 
It's an older country, 
and they've learned 
to celebrate dinner 
and lunch, whereas 
we sort of eat as 
quickly as we can to 
get through it." 

- George Clooney



Kid-Friendly Activities
• Create your own gelato crawl and determine which gelateria is 

your favorite.
• Throw a coin in the Trevi Fountain.
• Count the number of steps at the Piazza di Spagna (Spanish 

Steps).
• Keeping an eye out for the letters “SPQR” which is a Latin phrase 

that means “The Senate and the People of Rome” makes for a 
fun treasure hunt as the words are everywhere from monuments 
to manhole covers. 

• Search for the ancient aqueducts throughout the city to drink 
water from.

• Depending on the age, rent bikes, segways (perfect in the Villa 
Borghese Gardens), or vespas to tour the city. 

• Before you go, learn about Roman Gods and Goddesses (making 
togas out of bedsheets will help make this fun!).



Top 10 Things to Do

1. People watch at the Spanish Steps
2. Toss a coin in the Trevi Fountain
3. Speed through Rome on a Vespa 
4. Make a visit to Vatican City
5. Go back in time to the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and Paletine Hill
6. Drink from the ancient aqueducts throughout the city 
7. Enjoy the Italian way of life and sip a cappuccino at a cafe 
8. Taste-test the best gelato in Rome 
9. Order Cacio e Pepe at a restaurant for dinner
10. Get lost wandering through the charming Trastevere neighborhood



“Rome will exist as long as the 
Coliseum does; when the Coliseum 
falls, so will Rome; when Rome falls, so 
will the world.”
-Venerable Bede, Saint



connect with us

Feedback
Please email us at jenny@travelingchic.com to 
submit feedback. Your comments will help us 

improve our guides for future travelers!

Instagram
@traveling_chic

Facebook
@TravelingChic

Pinterest
@ TravellingChic

Website

www.travelingchic.com



Disclaimer
While we do our best to keep information updated and 

correct, Traveling Chic makes no representations or 
warranties regarding the accuracy or reliability of the 

information provided in our travel guides. In short, it’s best to 
always confirm relevant information yourself. Traveling Chic 

will take no responsibility for and expressly disclaims any 
liability or loss that is incurred as a result of information 

provided in this guide. 

Copyright
Copyright © 2018 by Traveling Chic. All rights reserved. This 

guide cannot be reproduced, copied, or shared without 
permission in writing from Traveling Chic. 

Any unauthorized copying will constitute an infringement of 
copyright and is strictly prohibited.


